ii, hybrid program was developed and found to be at least 1.5 to 2.0 times faster than any inidividual method.
INTRODUCTION
State-to-state chemistry is currently one of the forefront fields of chemical physics. In the past 10 years the ability to study the microscopic behavior of single collision events, both experimental and theoretically, has developed rapidly. A common feature of nearly all quantum-mechanical methods for studying molecular collisions, whether elastic, inelastic or reactive, is the need to solve coupled sets of linear second-order differential equations.
In the past 15 years t~ere has been a rapid proliferation of methods for solving these equations. Meaningful comparisons of the methods are very difficult to make because of the number and intangibility of the parameters which should be explored. These include for example, the computer and compiler used, the accuracy of the solution and the efficiency of the computer codes.
The few comparisons which have been made [1] [2] [3] [4] usually involved only two or a few methods. Sometimes the calculations were done on different computers, and possibly worst of all, the tests were done on simple model problems. The collinear vibrational problem of Secrest and Johnson [5] and the 9-, and 16 -channel rotational problems of Lester and Bernstein [6, 7] are commonly used test cases. These problems, however, reflect the status of research in this field ten years ago. Methods which perform well on those problems may very well not be optimal for problems which are typical of current research in molecular collision theory.
Because of the large number of new methods, the lack of good bases for comparisons and the importance of solving these coupled equations in many branches of molecular collision theory, the National Resource for Computation in Chemistry (NRCC) sponsored a workshop on this topic. The goals of the workshop were to identify the methods and computer codes commonly in use, compare their performance on a fixed set of problems and make tested versions of them available to the scientific community. Volume I of the workshop proceedings [8] contains presentations of 12 different methods and a discussion of the problems used here. Volume II of the proceedings [9] provides a detailed analysis of the test results for eleven different computer codes. All of the codes tested are now available from the NRCC [lO-22] .
The main result of these testsis the development of a new hybrid program which typically runs twice as fast as any individual program and in many cases even faster for a given accuracy. In this paper we briefly describe the methods and test problems, present the main findings of the tests, and describe the new hybrid program.
COUPLED EQUATIONS
The equations to be solved are:
L V .. ,(r) u.,.(r} . 
METHODS
Almost as important as the number of equations which must be solved, however, is the number of numerical methods one must chose from for solving them. Table I Analytic perturbation corrections to the solutions are summed over the steps in an interval and the solutions are carried in R-matrix form.
RMAT[18] -This is a modification[SO] of the R-matrix propagation
method [36, 37] in which the analytic R-matrices are perturbatively corrected in each sector, but propagated as in the original method [36, 37] .
L2RMAT [19] -This is a modification of the R-matrix propagation method which uses an L2 expansion of the wavefunction in the region of rapidly varying potential[4l]. Thp. original R-matrix propagation method [36, 37] is then used for the remainder of the integration range.
VIVAS [17] -This is a hybrid program [43, 44] which uses the log derivative method in the inner region where the potential is rapidly varying, and uses the variable-interval, variable-step method for the outer region.
TEST PROBLEMS
In constructing the test problems, an attempt was made to pick only realistic, three-dimensional problems of current research interest. With this When H2 is in its ground state, this corresponds to an asymptotic impact parameter of b = 0.38 and a wavelength of 0.6 Bohr. Table II gives the complete set of basis quantum numbers.
Test 2. This is the problem of rotational excitation of rigid-rotor CO molecules by Li+ impact. The problem was chosen because of the extremely long range of the interaction potential. The charge-dipole interaction leads to off-diagonal coupling matrix elements which asymptotically are proportional -2 to r • A high quality CI potential energy surface is available [52] and experimental measurements of the differential cross sections in the energy range 4.0 -7.0 eVe have been done [53, 54] . Because of the close spacing of the CO rotational energy levels, converged close-coupling calculations at these energies are not possible with existing methods. Therefore, the full cross section problem is really beyond the scope of exact present day methods. for this test is contained in Table II. The complete basis set Table III summarizes most of the physical attributes which are important in molecular collision calculations. For the tested group, we list the range of the attribute covered by the tests. Tests 1-3 do not cover the full ranges listed in Table III . They are only a representative subset of the 24 test problems studied[9J. However, examination of the full set of results does not change the conclusions reached here based on the above three tests.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to get a meaningful comparison, all calculations were done on the same computer (LBL's CDC 7600), and all programs were compiled on the same compiler. The programs were all written in fairly portable FORTRAN. No assembly language routines were used.
Possibly the most difficult quantity to assess in a comparison such as this is the accuracy of the solution. For any given method, the difference between two-and three-significant-figure accuracy is often a factor of two or three in computer time. Therefore, it is important to compare times only for calculations which result in similar accuracy. Unfortunately, precise accuracy control is very difficult to obtain -especially when the exact answer is not known ahead of time as with these test problems. An attempt was made in each case to achieve two-significant-figure accuracy in one specified transition probability for each test. The actual values computed and the correct values are shown in Table IV . It can be seen that while the results are reasonably uniform, there are differences in the accuracies achieved. Therefore, it is quite possible that the times reported for specific methods could be improved by a factor of two or three on some tests by fine tuning. Nonetheless, we believe the comparisons are meaningful for two reasons. First, as we show below, the spread in computer times over all methods for each test is a factor between 20 and 50. This is a significant difference which could not be eliminated by refining the accuracy. Second, the accuracies and times reported here are typical of those which would be chosen for a new research problem where the accuracy of each partial wave could not be individually fine tuned. Note that the reciprocal of this, dr/dt, is the "velocity" at each point, r, with which the computer is integrating the coupled equations.
The results from all the methods tested are shown in Tables V-VII Table V show the results for Test 1. High, absolute accuracy is required on this problem because the transition probability being calculated is very small. For many ~f the programs this was the most difficult problem to solve. For small r, LOGO is most efficient by a fairly wide margin, and VIVS at the second energy is best for large r. For first energy calculations, however, INSCAT has the smallest total time. Figure 2 and Table VI show the results for Test 2. This is a long range problem and the total times are dominated by the value of dt/dr at large r. Table VII show the results for Test 3. Although the collision energy is much higher for this problem than for the others, the asymptotic wavelength is still quite long -4.2 Bohr -because of the small mass of the electron. Consequently, the approximate solution methods do much better than one might at first expect. For most of the programs, getting the correct answer for this problem presented the fewest difficulties. The potential energy function for the e -N2 interaction at small r is quite small in contrast to the large barriers which are typical of atom-molecule potentials. In the non-classical region the interaction is dominated by the centrifugal terms.
Since these terms are already included without approximation in the SAMS program, SAMS excels on this problem. Its total time is best of all the individual programs, even bettering the approximate potential methods on the second energy. LOGO and SAMS perform equally well at small r and are best in this region. VIVS, at the second energy, is again best for large r. However, we should emphasize that when the potential depends on the collision energy, as is the case for local approximations to the electron exchange potential, the second energy calculations of the approximate potential methods are not valid for comparison. The advantage these methods normally have for additional collision energies is lost in this case.
Overall, one is struck by the widely varying performances of the individual programs on the different physical problems. For example, INSCAT is the best performer for first energy calculations on Test 1 and a factor of 6 faster than SAMS. On Test 3, nearly the opposite is true. It is also quite clear that the best program would be a hybrid which followed the lowest dt/dr curve in all regions. Although no single method is best for all tests in any region, the log derivative method is nearly always best for small r and the variable-interval, variable-step method is nearly always best for large r. It therefore was desirable to combine these methods and form a new hybrid program. This is not the ideal combination for all problems, but this hybrid is always better than any individual method. This is evident in Table VIII.   Table VIII summarizes the total times from Tables V-VII , with the methods ordered according to computer time. The HYBRID entry is not from an actual program. It was hand calculated by integrating dt/dr from rmin to rO for LOGO and from rO to r for VIVS. It can be seen that the second energy max HYBRID time is always smaller than any individual method. For the short range problems the HYBRID result is 1.5 to 2.0 times faster than either of the two methods individually. For the long range problem of Test 2, the improvement is minimal because the total time is dominated by the long range region. 44J, which combines the variable-interval, variable-step and the log derivative methods. In addition, this program includes significant improvements to the original variable-interval, variable-step program, VIVS. It can be seen in Table VIII that the new program is significantly faster than any of the individual programs.
Finally, regarding Table VIII , we return to the discussion of accuracy.
As stated before, factors of two or three improvement can often be made and probably could be made here by refining the input parameters to each program.
This means that the ordering of the methods in Table VIII should not be taken literally. However, factors of 20 to 50 are observed between the smallest and largest times. These differences are significant and it is believed doubtful that they could be eliminated by refinements in the accuracy of the calculation. 
